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The question is would it be possible to display consciousness in a way 

which maintains the continuity and flow of experience?  Much of what is 
presented is grounded in the thought of Henri Bergson and William James.  
We move with their thought yet take it up in my own way.  In this work, 
then, is presented our view of consciousness, called the working self, 
intuiting self and thinking self.  

 
To begin this presentation a description of consciousness from James 

seems appropriate: 
 

Consciousness, then, does not appear to itself chopped up in bits.  Such 
words as ‘chain’ or ‘train’ do not describe it fitly as it presents itself in the 
first instance.  It is nothing jointed; it flows.  A ‘river’ or a ‘stream’ are the 
metaphors by which it is most naturally described.  In talking of it 
hereafter, let us call it the stream of thought, of consciousness, or of 
subjective life.1 

  
 First and foremost, says James, “some kind of consciousness is always 
going on.”2   James  goes  on to discuss what he calls five characters in the 
process of thought: 
 

1) Every thought tends to be part of a personal consciousness.   2) Within 
each personal consciousness thought is always changing.  3) Within each 
personal consciousness thought is sensibly continuous.  4)  It always 
appears to deal with objects independent of itself.  5)  It  is interested in 
some parts of these objects to the  exclusion of others, and welcomes or 
rejects—chooses from among them, in a word—all the while.3 

 
Consciousness is personal.  It is constantly changing, in that, no two 

states are ever identical.  It is continuous, in that, there are no breaks in it.  It 
can focus on objects other than itself while it knows that it knows it.  And it 
is selective, in that, it is interested in one object more than another. 
 
 Consciousness, then, is personal, constantly changing, continuous and 
selective, as experienced by a particular person.  We experience something, 
are conscious of something, which is intentionality from a 
phenomenological view, that is, being directed toward something other than 
oneself.  Although directed toward an object independent of itself this object 
known is the object of the world which is an object as experienced 
intrinsically.  For James:  
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My experience is what I agree to attend to.  Only those items which I 
notice shape my mind—without selective interest, experience is an utter 
chaos.  Interest alone gives accent and emphasis, light and shade, 
background and foreground—intelligible perspective, in a word.4 

 
 Although consciousness is selective, says Bergson, “In the effort of 
attention, the mind is always concerned in its entirety, but it simplifies or 
complicates itself according to . . .  [that] which it chooses to go to work.”5   
Bergson also says that: 
 

There are then, in short, divers tones of mental life . . . our psychic life 
may be lived at different heights, now nearer to action, now further 
removed from it, according to the degree of our attention to life . . . the 
starting point of our enquiry.6  
 

 Bergson says that the tones of mental life can be near to or far from 
action according to the degree of our attention à la vie.  For James, “What 
holds attention determines action.”7  James also goes on to say that: 
 

. . . our concrete states of consciousness all these different classes of 
ingredients are found simultaneously present to some degree, though the 
relative proportion they bear to one another is very shifting.8 

 
 To further deepen this we turn to Bergson who speaks of the states 
which can and cannot be distinguished: 
 

Thus in consciousness we find states which succeed, without being 
distinguished from one another; and in space simultaneities which, without 
succeeding, are distinguished from one another, in the sense that one has 
ceased to exist when the other appears.  Outside us, mutual externality 
without succession; within us, succession without mutual externality.9 

 
 What Bergson is saying is that which is within cannot be 
distinguished from one another into “states.”  A state, in consciousness, is a 
snapshot of the inner mobility.  An isolated state is only a sketch from the 
whole personality. Bergson says:  
 

Every feeling, however simple it may be, contains virtually within it the 
whole past and present of the being experiencing it, and, consequently, can 
only be separated and constituted into a “state” by an effort of abstraction 
or of analysis.10 

 
 With this short introduction utilizing the thought of Bergson and 
James I would like to begin to present a view of how all of this would work.  
The inner mobility (inner durée) is a succession which we are attempting to 
display, which is, then, situated in time and space.  Central to this 
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presentation is what we call the working self, intuiting self and thinking self, 
(WIT): 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1a 
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Figure 1b 
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Each displays an accent of reality (Figure 1a).  For James, interest11 

gives accent, to that which we notice, “emphasis and selection seem to be 
the essence of the human mind.”12  For Bergson, “effort of attention . . . is 
the very essence of life.”13  Whatever has an intimate and continuous 
connection with my life is a living reality of meaning.   For Bergson: 
 

Reality flows; we flow with it; and we call true any affirmation which, in 
guiding us through moving reality, gives us a grip upon it and places us 
under more favorable conditions for acting.14 

 
 The attempt, then, of this presentation, is to move with the flow of 
reality.  It is through shifting15 that one moves from/to the working self, 
intuiting self and thinking self.  This shifting, from one to another, is “a part 
of the consciousness as much as the joint is a part of the bamboo.”16  When 
this transition, says James, is slow we are aware of it, “in a comparatively 
restful and stable way.  When rapid, we are aware of a passage, a relation, a 
transition from it, or between it and something else.”17  For Bergson, this 
shifting from one to another is without a loss of continuity: 
 

Yet, between the idea and the action, some hardly perceptible intermediate 
processes come in, the whole mass of which takes for us a form sui 
generis, which is called the feeling of effort.  And from the idea to the 
effort, from the effort to the act, the progress has been so continuous that 
we cannot say where the idea and the effort end, and where the act 
begins.18 

 
A personal rhythm can develop in the way the shifting consciousness 

moves from one to another self.  James gives two examples which display 
this ongoing alternation and emphasis: 

 
Like a bird’s life, it seems to be made of an alternation of flights and 
perchings.  The rhythm of language expresses this, where every thought is 
expressed in a sentence, and every sentence closed by a period.19 

 
The mind (consciousness), says James, is a theatre of possibilities.20  

An example of this shifting I give from my own experience.  As a child I 
would go to the movie theater.  When I would hear the sound of the old 
curtain opening I would look up and as the curtain parted I was, then, 
shifting to the movie itself.  Not being able to read the credits and such I 
would watch in awe but when I saw “Directed by,” I, then, knew to pay 
attention.  I was, then, into the movie, “gone,” so to speak. 

 
Although we spend most of our time in the working self,21 we are 

constantly shifting from one to another self.  Within each of these finite 
streams22 there is a consistent23 style.  Each displays, says James, “different 
points of view.”24  There is, then, no possibility of referring one to another 
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without shifting.  When considering the span of consciousness James says: 
 

But however numerous the things, they can only be known in a single 
pulse of consciousness for which they form one complex ‘object’, so that 
properly speaking there is before the mind at no time a plurality of ideas, 
properly so called.25 

 
A shifting or a modification of consciousness founded in a different 

attention à la vie, as Bergson would say, is that which a particular person 
passes through.  For James, “Each world whilst it is attended to is real after 
its own fashion; only the reality lapses with the attention.”26  Each displays 
(Figure 2) a view of consciousness and within each resides meaning  
with respect to a particular style:  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2 
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Each of the above is not a separate state of life but is a distinct name 
for the shifting consciousness founded upon a degree of our attention à la 
vie.  One is constantly shifting from/to, the working self, intuiting self and 
thinking self.  The working self, which is pragmatic27 moves into the outer 
world. 
 
 The pragmatic aspect of the working self is absent in the intuiting self 
and thinking self.  The working self does not abandon (cease to exist in) 
consciousness except in sleeping and dreaming.28  Regardless to the degree 
of consciousness, in the intuiting self or thinking self, there is a margin29 of 
the working self within which the person is situated.  As Bergson says, 
“immediate intuition and discursive thought are one in concrete reality.”30  
The intuiting self, does not move into the outer world, so to speak, it is a 
free-flowing state.  A person in this state is not responsible until it is brought 
into action which would, then, be the working self. Intuiting is not action, 
until a shifting consciousness comes about.31  Imagination32 is located within 
the intuiting self.  It too involves, then, a shifting to the working self 
implementing the intuitionable.  The thinking self does not move into the 
outer world, so to speak, one can modify or cancel out thoughts without 
changing the world.  Its aim is to observe and understand the world. 
Theoretical cogitation is not action.  As soon as thought is brought into 
action, the person is, then, into the working self.  As Bergson says, “The 
fundamental law of psychical life is the orientation of consciousness towards 
action.”33  Put simply: consciousness is turned towards action. 
 
 Intuiting and thinking enhance one another.  For James, “There are 
two ways of knowing things, knowing them immediately or intuitively, and 
knowing them conceptually or representatively.”34  Knowledge of 
acquaintance is direct and immediate.  Knowledge about is indirect and 
mediate.  Each is a way of obtaining knowledge.  Knowledge of 
acquaintance is through experience.  Knowledge about is through 
experience, it can come about either through one’s reflection upon that 
which is seen or through reflection upon the meaning of another’s 
experience.  The intuiting self is direct and the thinking self is indirect, in 
that one thinks on35 and through something.  Each enhances the other with a 
different tension. 
 
 The degree of our attention à la vie is a function of interest and 
attention which displays what is meaningful for us.36  Interest and attention 
are intertwined with memory.  This is a unity of self (Figure 1b).  The unity 
of an apex of a summit which is narrowed by an effort of attention (effort 
and tension), for Bergson, is the very essence of life.  To pass from this apex 
of a summit to the base one finds memories of all the moments of the past 
scattered and distinct.  Memories are there, although not perceived, which 
can reappear in consciousness.  This is a unity-of-direction whether 
narrowed down or wide.  As Bergson says: 
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That which is usually held to be a greater complexity of the psychical state 
appears to us, from our point of view, to be a greater dilatation of the 
whole personality, which, normally narrowed down by action, expands 
with the unscrewing of the vice in which it has allowed itself to be 
squeezed, and, always whole and undivided, spreads itself over a wider 
and wider surface. 37  (Italics for emphasis.) 

 
 Now, if we choose to deepen this, presentation consideration should 
be given to the focus and margin of attention.  James presents the theory of 
fringes in both The Principles of Psychology and in Talks to Teachers, fringe 
is called margin.  In the former work: 
 

Relation, then, to our topic or interest is constantly felt in the fringe, and 
particularly the relation of harmony and discord, of furtherance or 
hindrance of the topic.38 

 
In the latter work, focus and margin are shifting with interest and 

attention: 
 

Sometimes the focus remains but little changed, while the margin alters 
rapidly.  Sometimes the focus alters, and the margin stays.  Sometimes 
focus and margin change places.  Sometimes, again, abrupt alterations of 
the whole field occur.  There can seldom be a sharp description.39 

 
 The focus and margin are constantly shifting.  This is, for James, “the 
shifting play of interest.”40  In this work we choose to utilize margin rather 
than fringe.  Aron Gurwitsch presents a critique of the theory of fringes 
which seems appropriate.  Put simply: what about that which is in 
consciousness but not related to that which is in focus? 
 
 If we consider a focus as a theme and utilize margin in a different way 
it is possible to display consciousness (Figure 1c).  A theme is that which is 
occupying consciousness of the experiencing person.  It is that which is the 
focus of attention.  A thematic field is that which is co-present with the 
theme, says Gurwitsch, “experienced as materially relevant or pertinent to 
the theme and form the background or horizon out of which the theme 
emerges as the center.”41  Margin is that which is co-present with yet has “no 
relevancy to”42 the theme.  Total field is that which is, “the totality of items 
co-present with the given theme.”43 Out of the thematic field emerges a 
theme which is not related to the margin yet all of this is within the total 
field.  A theme is that which stands out (Figure 1d). From a Hermeneutic 
view total field is a misinterpretation of consciousness rather a Dimensional 
Field  displays  the  possible  shifts  in  meaning.   With a Dimensional Field  
( Cf. Appendix V “Hermeneutic Phenomenology”) what makes sense in one 
dimension does not necessarily make sense in another. 
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 The attempt of this presentation was to display consciousness in a way 
which maintains the continuity and flow of experience.  Utilizing the 
thought of Bergson and James, we found that both present a fundamental 
ground which gives rise to not only sustaining but expanding while 
maintaining the unity of the thought.  What was further found is that within 
this flow new aspects emerge giving other connections. 
 
 The shifting consciousness is founded upon a degree of our attention 
à  la vie.  Attention to life is consciousness.  The degree of consciousness, 
which is a shifting plane of experience, is narrowed down by action and 
expands when further removed from it.  The shifting consciousness moves 
from one to another self (WIT), each of which can be displayed by a 
particular style: tension of consciousness; spontaneity; self-other expression; 
temporality.  Consciousness is dynamic.  The shifting consciousness is not 
only founded upon a shifting plane of experience but there is a shifting play 
of interest within each self. We not only can speak of the direction of 
consciousness but according to the tension44 which it adopts and the heights 
which it moves in the shifting play of interest. 
 
 Within say a very short time, the shifting consciousness moves from 
one to another self founded in a different attention à la vie.45  This dynamic 
process can be brought to clarity through literary example: 
 
 The situation is as such: your time has come.  You have been called to 
another dimension.  Before you can enter you have been asked to do a 
specific task, it is thus: upon your return to earth you are to explain to a 
young girl, named Sara, who at the present time is 10 years old, the dynamic 
aspects of consciousness in 15 minutes.  Sara knows that information is 
coming toward her and is open to what you have to say: 
 

 Sara, as you are sitting there and listening to me, if you are paying 
attention to what I am saying, you are into your working self.  This is an 
accent of reality.  You are actively listening to me and with your body you 
are using your senses, your eyes and ears to attend to what I am saying.  
We are talking with each other, so it’s a social time.  Our discussion is 
happening now and here and we would say we are sharing a certain time 
and space. 
 
 Now, if you were to get really bored with all this, you might start 
daydreaming, then, if you started daydreaming about your boy friend and 
tuned me out, you would be in a different reality.  This would be 
imagination located within your intuiting self.  You wouldn’t be using 
your eyes or your ears any more because everything that would be 
happening in your head would just stay in your head and take away all 
your attention.  You would be in what we would call another accent of 
reality.  You could be anywhere, be doing anything, to or with anybody. 
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 Of course a lot of these things that go on just in your imagination 
would only happen there because some things you just couldn’t tell 
anybody because they would have to think you were nuts, right?  If you 
just stayed in one accent of reality all the time and never went into the 
other ones, well you would be nuts. 
 
 Now, there is one more accent of reality.  It’s the thinking self and 
it’s a lot like the intuiting self, except that you are really working 
something out instead of just daydreaming.  But it’s not like the working 
self, because you are just concentrating so hard that you don’t use your 
eyes or ears, you just think. 
 
 Now, with all of these you go back and forth, shifting, all the time.  
Say you are playing tennis.  The ball is coming your way and you run 
toward it, you see it, you feel it when you hit it and you watch it hit the 
net.  You have been in your working self, reality.  You are angry because 
you missed.  Suddenly, the ball goes over to the other side while you are 
daydreaming about being a star tennis player.  For an instant you are in 
your intuiting self.  You don’t really pay much attention to what is going 
on and don’t really see the play.  Then, suddenly the ball is coming at you 
again and you quickly calculate the correct way to hold the racket, in 
relation to the angle of its approach and the position of your opponent.  
Your thinking self is there for just a moment, the ball gets closer and your 
intuiting self sees you hitting it over the net and out of reach but within the 
court, then, the ball is there and you are shifting into your working self and 
you put your racket forth and smash the ball over the net.  
  

Sara, this happens all the time in daily life.  You go from one 
accent of reality to another, moment to moment, in a flash.  It can happen 
so fast that you may find yourself in a reality you did not realize you were 
in, like I just was. 
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